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Bitcoin

Over the past month I have had several queries relating

Structured Products

to Bitcoin in particular and I must admit it is not



something I had ever though much about.
Bitcoin was launched in 2009 and is essentially a
“Private Digital Currency”. Unlike other currencies it
only “exists” digitally inside an interlinked computer
network system and there is a cap on the total number

This is a very wide topic and one which introduces
a lot of complexity which goes totally against my
core principles. The reality though is that these
products do have a place for some clients.

of Bitcoins which can ever exist (21 million) and there

Simply put, a structured product offers a return

are currently about 17 million in existence.

based on the future value of an asset but the returns

Like other currencies, Bitcoins have a value because

are not a one-for-one correlation.

they have a use – they can be exchanged for goods or

In a normal unit trust investment, the return is

services. This obviously requires that someone be

exactly equal to the future value of the underlying

willing to accept the currency as a medium of exchange

investment plus any income which has been paid

(imagine trying to use Rands to pay for a cup of coffee

out (you effectively own the underlying assets). A

in Japan).

structured product on the other hand will have a

My personal view is that Bitcoin is not an “Investment”

“modified” return profile:

but rather a “Speculation”. Investments tend to be

A conservative investor worried about a downturn

valued by the current and future income they produce.

could opt for a product which guarantees the

Bitcoin however is valued simply based on what

future value will not be lower than the current

someone else is willing to pay.

value.

This is potentially a recipe for disaster (or a bubble –

The trade-off might be that the upside

potential is capped.

and bubbles tend to burst). It defies logic that wealth

One key factor with structured products though is

can in any way be created by owning something which

that the investor does not actually own the

does not actually generate income simply because at

underlying assets and the returns are backed by the

some point in the future someone will want to pay

issuer (typically a bank) - there is thus a risk that

more to own a sequence of computer code.

the bank may not be able to pay out when the time

Over

time

however

appreciate/depreciate

by

currencies

tend

to

some sort of inflation

comes to redeem the product. This risk is obviously
low when dealing with reputable institutions.

differential but 2017 alone the Bitcoin price has risen

A final consideration is Liquidity – Structured

over 400% in US Dollars – this is not sustainable

products operate for a fixed time. There will be a

especially given the low inflation rates in the World at

window for purchase and the product will have a

the moment.

set maturity date with limited access until then.

Investment Platforms/ Products and Funds
There appears to be a lot of confusion between the

Fund. This mandate may be broad and allow the Unit

following:

Trust to invest in different asset types or may restrict





Investment Platforms
Product Wrappers
Unit Trust Funds

the manager to investing in only one asset type.
Within each Product Wrapper then you will be
invested in a portfolio of different unit trusts. These

An Investment Platform is nothing more than a

could be the same Unit Trust funds as in another

“shopping center” where you can access different

product, but the product wrapper will determine how

“Products” which are made up of different Unit Trust

accessible the funds are and the tax implications.

Funds (and possibly other investments such as share
portfolios or ETF’s).

The Platform provides the administration behind all of
this which allows the investment into the range of

The Investment Platform is simply responsible for the

different products made up of different Unit Trust

“administration” which includes the following:

funds.

Receiving funds and then purchasing the Unit
Trusts on behalf of the investor
Executing all transactions
Generating Tax Certificates
Single point for client identification (FICA)

It is interesting to note that it is often cheaper to invest

Each Platform will offer a range of products and also a

platforms to offset the admin fee but recently there has

range of different Unit Trust funds. Most platforms

been a move to “clean priced” funds. These are

nowadays offer their own Unit Trust Funds as well as

“cheaper” funds which are only available on the

some funds managed by other Fund Managers, but the

Platforms to account for the fact that the Platform

platform may in fact just provide the Admin services

performs all the Admin related functions.






(not have their own funds).
The “Product Wrappers” (RA / Endowment /
Preservation Funds etc) offered on the platform just
will determine the following:





Tax Implications
Ability to withdraw Funds or make further
contributions
Treatment of investment in the event of death
Restrictions on the underlying investments

The actual Unit Trust Funds are ultimately where your
money is invested – this is what you “own” and
determines the eventual risk and return.
The fund manager for each Unit Trust has a mandate
as to which assets may be owned by the Unit Trust

via a platform than it is to invest directly with a Unit
Trust company. The actual Fund Managers are no
longer responsible for sending statements and tax
certificates etc. Previously they paid a rebate to the

